FORDISM, EDUCATION, A NEW MONSTROSITY

By PEGGY PENICKTON

Fordism made its appearance in the automobile and steel production industries in the 1920s, a new system of mass production that revolutionized the way goods were manufactured. The Ford Motor Company, under the leadership of Henry Ford, introduced the assembly line, which allowed for the mass production of automobiles, significantly reducing costs and increasing efficiency. This system of production, known as Fordism, became a cornerstone of the 20th-century industrial economy.

Miners' Struggle Featured in April "Labor Defender" Issue

The Socialist Press, a tool of reaction

By WILLIAM Z. FOSTER

With the birth of the socialist party in America, the miners, trade unionists, and labor leaders, have found a short and determined fight to keep the peace, and to secure the rights of the working class. The miners' strike of 1910-1911 is one of the most significant events in the history of American labor. It is a struggle that was fought not only for the rights of the miners, but also for the rights of workers everywhere.

The Socialist Press was founded in 1910 as a voice for the labor movement, and it continues to be an important publication for workers today.